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(a) Co-operative societies grouped in strong central
and regional organisations reserve as large a portion as
possible of their profits in order to establish wholesale
societies and so make large-scale purchases of the products
they require.
(V) The capital thus amassed and the economies
realised make it possible to purchase all raw materials
direct from the source and to carry out all the processing
necessary in order that they may be used by associated
consumers, by establishing tailoring departments, boot-
making shops, jam factories, mills, bakeries.
(c) Finally, at a later stage, it may be possible for the
co-operative societies to buy estates and farms and them-
selves produce from the land all the agricultural products
required in consumption.
At first Charles Gide hoped that this last phase in
co-operative evolution, agriculture carried on by the
consumers' societies, would succeed and be generally
adopted, but later on, like Albert Thomas, he admitted,
with the frankness of a great scientist, at the Congress
of Treport in 1924, that up to the present results had
been very disappointing, and with his usual lucidity
explained the causes.
What are in fact co-operative consumers* societies?
Associations generally composed of townspeople who
because of their urban occupations have no opportunity
of specialising in agricultural technique or of acquiring
any adequate knowledge of agriculture. It is true that they
frequently are also without the necessary knowledge for
carrying on a factory industry or a commercial under-
taking. But in those cases they employ engineers and
business managers,
Charles Gide recognised that agriculture could not be
carried on so readily as industry by managers and
technical experts. The failure of the great majority of
capitalist farms created in the form of limited companies
would alone be a proof of this. Further, in most European
countries, the technical and social disadvantages of
la&funditi) of great estates held by those who do not work

